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Abstract
The performance of personnel in an organizational setting such as a university for future roles and responsibilities is dependent upon training and development. Thus, the training and development of personnel has become an invaluable asset in the accomplishment of organizational set goals around the world. It is in this vein that this study examines the need to train and develop personnel with the view to increase their productivity in the Nigeria’s tertiary institutions beyond covid 19. The study adopts survey research design and three research questions were formulated to guide the study with the adoption of Exchange theory of Peter Blau as theoretical framework. Data were collected through questionnaires, interviews, and observations. Among the findings, study concurs that training and development of personnel serves is bedrock for high productivity, consolidation and sustainability of organizational goals. In addition, the study reveals that workers through value addition can efficiently perform their jobs, gains spirited improvement and seek self growth. Furthermore, the study reveals that investment in training and development develop employees in their current jobs, prepares them for tomorrow’s opportunities and responsibilities and at the same time, transfers information and knowledge into practice with a view to enhancing organization usefulness and productivity. As a result of these findings, the study concludes that adequate manpower development in universities designed with a clear mission and vision, and well-articulated policy, and strategic plan, will improve the performance of personnel in achieving organizational set goals beyond COVID 19 epoch. Based on this, the study recommends that since personnel are highly esteemed resource of organization, employers of labour should be conscious about training and development and the retention of employees. Finally, every organization should have personnel that can adjust swiftly in unpredictable business environments to achieve set goals for the increase of productivity and growth of the economy.
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1. Introduction
As organizations strive to cope with the consequences of COVID-19 pandemic, finding a sustainable and valuable human resource to regain lost grounds has become very important at the moment than ever. In this day and age, the intensification for competent personnel to propel the growth of organizations beyond the COVID-19 plague has been identified in the training and development of personnel, a process that re-engines personnel to perform their jobs efficiently, gain competitive advantage and above all, improves organizational productivity. Agreeing to this position, Khawaja & Nadeem (2013) also maintain that organizations are in the chase for knowledgeable personnel that can adjust swiftly in unpredictable business environments to achieve set goals for the increase of productivity and growth of the economy. By extension, this statement holds that the transfer of information and knowledge to employers of labour through training and development of their personnel enhances organization effectiveness and productivity when that information and knowledge acquired is put into practice in the day-to-day- management of organizations.

Since the World Health Organization (WHO) first declared COVID-19 a world health emergency in January 2020, there has been a global public health and economic crisis that has affected the $90 trillion global economy beyond anything experienced in nearly a century (James K. Jackson, et al 2020). As a result, organizations have been attempting to address the public health crisis and economic considerations with a view to balancing competing policy objectives and achieving set goals. In this regard, policymakers and financial and
commodity market participants generally have been hopeful of a global economic recovery starting in the third quarter of 2020, assuming there is not a second wave of infections (James K. Jackson, et al. (2020). Sequel to this, organizations are contending that without a quick resolution of the health crisis, the economic crisis may persist longer than most forecasters have assumed. However, with social distancing guidelines and close down businesses that had begun opening as a result of a rise in new confirmed cases of COVID-19, emphasis is at the moment being placed on the building of an organizational structure with a clear mission and vision, including a strategic plan to train and develop personnel to increase the level of efficiency in organizations beyond the COVID 19 pandemic.

Since organization’s policies and procedures make employees understand the organization's views and values on specific issues, and the consequences if they are not followed, organizations are increasingly recognizing the need to use best training and development practices to clean up their personnel to enhance their spirited benefit to accomplish agreed goals. Writing earlier, Moses (1999) said organizations had begun to invest, and plan for future through implementing policies on training and development of personnel for prospective exalted positions. Concurring, Nda and Fard (2013) submit that the acquisition of knowledge triggers development. In addition, they contend that the success of organizations is reliant on its knowledgeable, skilled as well as experienced workforce. Thus, for organizations to maintain sustainability, they must continue to acknowledge that training and development of personnel as important.

Prior to COVID 19, the International Labour Organization ILO (2006) indicated that organizations in the United States spent a total of $55.8 billion on their Training and Development Policies (hereafter TDP). The net direct training expenditure averaged USD458 per employee and 1.3 percent of the total gross wages and salaries. This number had increased substantially with the compounded growth rate being around 5 percent in 2010, since 1996. In another report, Paradise (2007) stated that U S organizations alone spent more than $126 billion annually on training and development of personnel. In an environment where high uncertainty tends to present organizations with high risk, the knowledge of academic and productive intelligence present organizations with a reliable competitive advantage over those that do not have such, mostly when training and development is viewed important(Jelena, 2007). Obviously, this is where the country’s universities are expected to make optimum contributions to organizational growth and development through the intensification and diversification of their programmes for the development of high level human resources base to increase productivity.

From the foregoing, it is most beneficial for personnel to perform their work in an improved method, but for the realization of this, organizations must make available appropriate tools to accomplish this responsibility. In line with this school of thought, Garger (1999) says with training and development programmes, personnel can become critical philosophers to change organizational outlook and behaviour. Similarly, Nunn (2000) submits that training and development will usher in improvement; however, they have to be attractive to personnel and also seen as a basic requirement to achieve their dreams in organizations. In addition, Kraiger (2003) asserts that successful organizations should invest more in training and development than other organizations since these training and development programmes will lead to improvements in the organizational performance and results(Dolezalek 2005; Salas and Cannon-Bowers 2001).

Nowadays, as organizations are under pressure to achieve their goals in the global economy, as well as trying to make a distinction on the basis of talents, information, and passion for their workforce, higher productivity and job satisfaction are the focus (Khawaja & Nadeem, 2013). Based on this, it is certain that training and development programmes to enhance both employees and organizations are vital to the expansion of organizations. In this vein, each organization that invests seriously in the area of training and development will obtain the benefits of an enriched working environment with higher levels of staff retention as well as increased productivity and performance.

Concurring, Vinesh (2014) holds that training and development guide is orientated essentially around what is good for people, rather than what is profitable for organizations. The reason for this, he argues, is that in terms of training, and development, what is good for people is good for the organizations in which they work – what is good for people’s development is good for organizational performance, quality, customer satisfaction, effective management and control, and therefore profits too. Further, Vinesh posits that organizations which approach training and development of personnel from this stand point inevitably motivates them to excel, and most importantly, makes them stay around for long enough to become great at what they do, and in the end help newly recruited personnel to become invaluable to organizations. Lending credence to the stated, some scholars suggest that training opportunities increase high personnel yield, whereas other scholars like Colarelli and Montei (1996) hold that training is an instrument which is beneficial for employee retention. Judging from these viewpoints, it is an indisputable fact that training and development of personnel is a complicated human resource practices that can expressively direct the understanding of organizations’ goals. Underneath this submission, Goldstein and Ford (2002) maintain that training and development is a well thought-out system of learning which expands the efficiency and productivity of individual, group, and organization. While viewing training as basic, it is important to state that development, in this context, refers to activities leading to the acquisition of
new knowledge or skills for purposes of upward movement in organizations.

From the foregoing, training has become priceless in increasing productivity of organizations. It does not only enhance employees resourcefully, but also provides them with an opportunity to virtually learn their professions and stand out more knowledgeably. Supporting this assertion, Ekaterini and Constantinou-Vasilios (2009) contend that training is one of the most all-encompassing techniques to enhance the efficiency of individuals through which organizational goals are communicated to personnel. Corroborating, Rohan & Madhumita (2012) also sustain that investing in training of personnel on decision making, teamwork, problem-solving and interpersonal relations has beneficial impact on the organizations’ level of growth, as well as impacting on employees’ performance. What this seems to admit is training and development will guarantee achieving set goals without compromising competence. Thus, in the present competitive society, institutions are required to know about the philosophy of training and development in order to assist personnel effectively carry out the activities in appropriate manner. That is, justifying one’s qualifications through skills and competence when assigned a responsibility.

Prior to the contributions of Anyamele (2004) and other contributors on the import of personnel training and development, scholars like Duke (1992) states that higher education institutions should recognize that their personnel as vital and valued asset, and as such, should train and develop them to ensure that their graduates are well nurtured to compete exceptionally with their peers all over the world. But available literature evidence seems to hold that universities are reluctant to commit themselves to encourage and facilitate their personnel to realize their potentials, gain knowledge, skills, and experience necessary to enhance their contributions to meeting their respective dreams and aspirations, and as well as organizational objectives. Clearly, this development speaks volumes about the essence of organizational policies on personnel training and development and the need to increase productivity beyond COVID-19 era in the country’s universities. Accepting the foregoing as accurate, there is no doubt that universities are essential components that can create formidable academic workforce capable of meeting the demands of their vision and mission through training and development of personnel to re-position themselves to achieve desired goals.

Based on this, Nigeria’s tertiary institutions needs to be seriously re-evaluated to train and develop high-quality professional performance resulting in career advancement, strategic development, and initiative to sustain change for tomorrow. As a result, the thoughtfulness of training and development of personnel in in the Nigeria’s tertiary institutions beyond covid 19

1.2 Statement of the problem
From the foregoing analysis, it is obvious that organizational policies and procedures are an essential part of any given organization. These are employed to protect the rights of organization employees as well as the interests of employers. Rules of conduct within an entity, outlining the function of both employers and the organization’s workers are streamlined to train and develop personnel to attain higher productivity for organizations and work satisfaction for employees. However, most organizations, particularly universities do not seem to key into the tenets of training and development of personnel. As a result, the quality of graduates from Nigerian Universities is declining rapidly, and do not seem to meet the demands of employers. Onuoha and Ewuze (2012) explanation that the often rejection of most graduates of Nigerian universities by employers of labour are located in poor skills acquisition and incompetence in their supposed specialized areas. In other words, personnel to groom these students are deficient in the acquisition of a new direction that will incorporate the most excellent proficient development frameworks to realize the set goal of producing competent graduates. Based on this, Nigeria’s tertiary institutions needs to be seriously re-evaluated to train and develop high-quality professional performance resulting in career advancement, strategic development, and initiative to sustain change in the Nigeria’s tertiary institutions beyond COVID-19

It is therefore the objective of this study to analyze and offer understanding on the impacts of organizational policies on personnel training and development and the need to increase productivity in the country’s tertiary institutions beyond COVID-19. To this effect, this study has the following specific objectives:

(i) To examine how training and development can help universities increase the competence of their personnel in order to maximize productivity beyond COVID-19.
(ii) To determine how training and development can improve the retention of qualified personnel in the universities to confront unforeseen circumstances beyond COVID-19
(iii) To assess how training and development can be improved through academic and scientific collaborations beyond COVID-19

In the attempt to achieving these objectives, three research questions were also formulated to guide the study. These are:

(a) What is the impact of training and development in improving the competence of personnel in order to maximize productivity beyond COVID-19?
(b) How can training and development of personnel improve their retention beyond COVID-19?
Stanca (2008) and Sepulveda (2005) also agree that training is an instrument that fundamentally affects development affect personnel conduct and their working skills which result into their improved performance as improvement of their skills and abilities. It is a complex process because it is not just a mere training. It rather training and development programmes are basics for the training and development of personnel for the capacity to learn, adapt, and master competitiveness in a globalized economy. In other words, organizational turnover, as well as to improve client satisfaction; governments depend heavily on a skilled labour force with the need it to develop their careers or to get better compensations; organizations need skillful and efficient employees to improve performance and productivity, promote competitiveness, decrease absenteeism and turnover, as well as to improve client satisfaction; governments depend heavily on a skilled labour force with the capacity to learn, adapt, and master competitiveness in a globalized economy. In other words, organizational training and development programmes are basics for the training and development of personnel for the improvement of their skills and abilities. It is a complex process because it is not just a mere training. It rather incorporates different modes of training: in-service training, orientation programs, refresher courses, conference presentation, research work, workshop attendance, and academic interaction, peer learning and even self development. In their inspirational contribution, Satterfield and Hughes (2007) arguably state that training and development affect personnel conduct and their working skills which result into their improved performance as well as constructive changes. Supporting their position, Konings and Vanormelingen (2009), Colombo and Stanca (2008) and Sepulveda (2005) also agree that training is an instrument that fundamentally affects the

2. Theoretical framework
2.1 Exchange theory
There are many versions of exchange theory. However, the proponent of the exchange theory employed in this study is that of Peter Blau, born in Austria in 1918; became a US citizen in 1943 and received his PhD in 1952 from Columbia University, has contributed immensely to studies of formal organizations. Peter Blau’s exchange theory tries to build a bridge between the micro (face to face) and macro- (interconnected) relationship in larger organizational and societal settings. Blau, in his presentation, explains more complex structural relations using some basic concepts of utilitarianism, cost, rewards, profits, value and others, and of the view that imbalance is the determinant factor in any exchange. This imbalance occurs when a party in exchange is capable of rewarding the other partner more than the other partner (the recipient) is capable of reciprocating. If one is always at the receiving end in exchange, the giver tends to morally, psychologically, economically, politically and socially build a situation of imbalance and therefore create a super-ordinate-subordinate structure in the relationship. This is where the exchange theory becomes relevant in this study as most organizations have abandoned the policies of training and developing their personnel because they tended to consider the cost implications, and for this reason, they constantly decide the fate of their personnel without considering the negative impact on organizations. In this vein, they become the superior partner or creditor (+), while the employees who coordinate the workings of the organizations are foisted the inferior status. However, the failure to redress this imbalance has seen many organizations, including universities not able to retain their personnel.

Essentially, the exchange theory proposes that constructive work-related performance and attitudes mainly depend on the perception of personnel who believe that their organizations are taking care of them. The emotional agreement between employer and employee are the central element of organizational performance. Corroborating, Gould-Williams (2007) holds that organizations originate social exchange theory when they choose to be concerned with the interest of their personnel, on the other hand, personnel respond with optimistic attitudinal and behavioural replies supportive to their organization (Settoon, Bennett and Liden 1996). Concisely, this social exchange agreement produces a durable psychological bond between employee and organization (Garrow 2004).

3. Review of Related Literature
3.1 Training and development programmes for personnel higher productivity
Training can be defined as a systematic process of providing employees with certain competencies, such as knowledge, skills and abilities, so that they would be able to carry out their current jobs effectively and efficiently (Lepak and Gowan 2010). On the hand, the term development refers to learning experiences that focus more on the long term, for preparing personnel for responsibilities in different jobs, usually at the management level (Lepak and Gowan 2010). Both training and development performance are important for organizations because it is impossible for them to grow and compete in this current highly competitive and globalised business environment without them. However, training and development is often viewed as a waste of resources, and are implemented just to comply with legal requirements.

As a term, training and development has been variously defined. For Ana Paula Vieira Gomes Ferreira(2016), it is a tool that enhances organizational performance, competitiveness, and economic growth. Substantiating, they submit that state both organizations and employees, as well nations, need training: Workers need it to develop their careers or to get better compensations; organizations need skillful and efficient employees to improve performance and productivity, promote competitiveness, decrease absenteeism and turnover, as well as to improve client satisfaction; governments depend heavily on a skilled labour force with the capacity to learn, adapt, and master competitiveness in a globalized economy. In other words, organizational training and development programmes are basics for the training and development of personnel for the improvement of their skills and abilities. It is a complex process because it is not just a mere training. It rather incorporates different modes of training: in-service training, orientation programs, refresher courses, conference presentation, research work, workshop attendance, and academic interaction, peer learning and even self development. In their inspirational contribution, Satterfield and Hughes (2007) arguably state that training and development affect personnel conduct and their working skills which result into their improved performance as well as constructive changes. Supporting their position, Konings and Vanormelingen (2009), Colombo and Stanca (2008) and Sepulveda (2005) also agree that training is an instrument that fundamentally affects the

(c) Can training and development of personnel improve academic and scientific collaborations beyond COVID-19?

Based on the foregoing, this study will motivate other researchers in a wider scale to examine the the impacts of organizational policies on personnel training and development and the need to increase productivity in the country’s tertiary institutions beyond COVID-19.
accomplishment of organizations’ goals and objectives.

However, it is to be pointed out that the most select purpose of every organization is to generate high revenue and maximize profit and the most fundamental tool to realize this is an efficient and effective workforce. Thus, the training and development of personnel in any organization is only efficient and effective if the appropriate guidance and improvement is provided for such to lead to efficiency.

Essentially, the impact of organizational policies on personnel development of any organization, the surroundings notwithstanding, is measured by the accomplishment of its workforce. This assertion is hinged on the fact that training and development is concerned with organizational activity aimed at bettering the performance of individuals and groups in organizational setting (Vinesh, 2014). Adding flesh to his contribution, Vinesh further affirms that the objective of training and development and its continued learning process, has become rather an over arching trend of socio-economic needs that organizations must embrace as a culture of social responsibility to attain both organizational and employees’ goals.

Based on this, the characteristics of every organization that has the interests of its staff at heart in the present day competitive environment recognizes swift adjustment, and continuous change for improved services. Most of the corporations are, therefore, investing a lot of money on the training and development of their personnel in order to remain competitive and successful in the present-day challenging times. Aligning to this point, Nishtha and Amit (2010) hold that training and development is very essential at all employee levels because skills erode and become obsolete over a period of time and therefore, has to be replenished. Therefore the commitment to invest in staff development, obviously, can be explained as emotional accord by which employers are usually assured loyalty for long term dedication, and on the other hand, embarking on providing personnel work safety, opportunities for improvement in vocation, and training opportunities (Feldman 2000).

Concurring, Gerbamn (2000) submits that personnel development programmes include a variety of teaching technique, schedule, and helping learning environment that guarantee personnel improvement of their skills and which, are afterward applied on their jobs. Obviously, since training and development process has become very strategic role that organizations are enthusiastic for their personnel to possess for high performance, and they must be a continuously improvement in the methods of training and development applied previously in contemporary times. Consequent upon this, it has become the responsibility of organizations seeking to compete positively on the world-wide stage to embark on training and development programmes for their personnel in order to advance their skills and abilities. Corroborating, Jehanzeb and Bashir (2013) contend that organization development has variously been defined by scholars to the extent that some hold that it is a planned, top down; organization-wide effort to increase the organizations’ effectiveness and health. From whichever perspective, organization development in the thoughts of Jehanzeb and Bashir(2013) is a complex strategy intended to change the beliefs, attitudes, values, and structure of organizations so that they can better adapt to new technologies, markets, and challenges. Since development is a dynamic concept, it is not just about anything done to better organization efficiency, but a particular kind of change process calculated to bring about a particular kind of end result as it involves organizational reflection, system improvements, planning and self analysis for the improvement of personnel.

All over the world different organizations, according to Jehanzeb and Bashir (2013) are providing special programmes for the betterment and skill improvement of their personnel which are based on same logic. Contributing, Mel Kleiman (2000) explains that the essentials parts of a worthy employee training programme are designed on orientation, management skills, and operational skills of employees. What is more, Janet Kottke (1999) illustrates that employee development programmes must be in line with core proficiencies, appropriate structure through which organizations develop their activities at corporate level. The basic function of the premise is to gain knowledge, cooperation, inventive thinking and resolving problem (Kottke 1999). Since these suppositions are the groundwork of any employee development programme, Kottke (1999) conclusively says these ideas assist to develop the strategic goals of business by facilitating learning chances and supporting organizational culture. In other words, the requirements for technical training programme for employees for job satisfaction facilitate to realize the culture and success of organization. Therefore, it is imperative that employees are updated with the present knowledge of the job for future responsibilities.

Nowadays, most of the organizations are organizing different programmes for the training and development of their personnel, and Nigeria’s organizations cannot be far from the current trend. More often than not organizations motivate their personnel by offering them tuition reimbursement package so that they can improve their know-how of specifics beneficial to organizations. For example, Corporate University, according to Rosenwald (2000), offers this benefit to almost 10 percent of her personnel for advancement. However, only senior management and those personnel at apex level are given tuition reimbursement (Rosenwald 2000).

3.2 Retention of qualified personnel in organizations through training and development

Writing on the retention of qualified personnel in organizations through training and development, several scholars argued that the knowledge and skills of an organization’s workforce are significantly important to firm
performance, competitiveness, and innovation (Dukhan et al. 2017; Madarisa et al. 2017). Concurring, Kraiger (2003) states that successful organizations invest more in training and development than other organizations because these training and development programmes bring improvements in the organizational performance and results (Dolezalek 2005; Salas and Cannon-Bowers 2001). Thus, personnel training and development has become an inevitable mechanism to implement the recent higher educational reforms that consider interactive student-centered teaching and learning approaches as an integral element (Seyoum, 2012). Elucidating further, Seyoum (2012) says it enables staff in universities to keep students up-to-date to the current educational trends and new theories, and refurbishes lecturers’ repertoires of knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Essentially, personnel training and development also upgrade the problem solving skills of lecturers, and assist them to strengthen friendship and collaborative works and develop the spirit of team work among their colleagues in order to improve the quality of teaching and learning. For these, Desta (2004); Adugna (2006) and Temesgen (2006) tenaciously hold that personnel training and development is one of the significant means to bringing improvement on institutional organizational culture. From this perspective, we hold that universities are synonymous with organizations, and to ensure efficient personnel in line with achieving set goals in the present day global academic and scientific world, organizations must be conscious about training and to sustaining this valuable human resource to achieve job satisfaction and retention of competent personnel.

From the foregoing, it is obvious that several organizations have revealed that one of the attributes that facilitates the retention of staff is to develop them by offering them opportunities to improve their learning (Logan 2000). Contributing, Rosenwald (2000) agrees there is a strong relationship between staff training and development, and as well as their retention. Earlier, Garger (1999) argued that organizations are beginning to realize that experienced personnel are important assets and retaining them would be of huge challenge. In the same vein, Moses (1999) concurs that organizations are beginning to plan for future through implementing policies on training and developing their new personnel for exalted positions in future. This commitment, obviously, can be explained as emotional accord by which employers are usually assured loyalty for long term dedication, and on the other hand, personnel provided work safety, chances for advancement in career, and training opportunities (Feldman 2000). Sequel to this, high performing organizations are increasingly recognizing the need to use best training and development practices to enhance their competitive advantage over other corporate institutions.

Arguably, young personnel with entrepreneurial ambitions are aware that they lack experience and money; hence they try to join organizations which provide training programmes to prepare them for tomorrow’s need (Feldman 2000). In so doing, development programme helps them to continue to be relevant and develop their abilities to cope with new technologies in the future. In agreement with this assertion, I-Cube, Information technology consulting firm in Massachusetts, according to Fenn (1999), offers I-Altitude, a development programme for their staff to enable them to easily adjust in the organization. Sustaining his contribution, Fenn (1999) states that training programme can lead to superior duties and higher remuneration for personnel. Besides, it helps staffs to improve their skills and knowledge in order to cope with the future requirements thereby guaranteeing them job satisfaction.

Basically, the image of an industry is hinged on the quality of training and development given to staff. As a result, organizations which are providing training and development programmes to their employees are getting success in retaining them. It is in this vein that Logan (2000) upholds that in localities where a manager provides assistance to their employees to develop professionally, turnover is almost 40-50 percentage fewer than those stores where association with the managers is not available. Sustaining this thought, Bartel (2000) avers that investment in training and development programme can be justified by the impact it creates in the development of personnel and organizational effectiveness. Thus, the importance of training and development programme for employees to advance their skills and competence in organizations cannot be overstressed as a lot of benefits accrue to them. New improved scientific skills as required by their job are learned.

Besides, the introduction of software and programmed systems is compelling personnel to appraise their expertise in order to remain resourceful in their employment. As a result, Feldman (2000) rightly observes that numerous employees have rehabilitated their attitude to acquire promotion inside their organizations to work and develop out of the organization. However, when personnel realize that organizations are lukewarm concerning them, they drop all sentiments about such organizations. Conversely, when organizations willingly invest in their workforce, they attract positive responses from them such they get value of their investments which, eventually benefits the organization (Wilson 2000). As a result, organizations providing training and development programmes for their personnel achieve high level of successes. This disclosure, according to Rosenwald (2000), increases organization’s reliability for the reason that personnel recognize their organization is spending in their future career.

At this juncture, it is important to emphasize that loyalty with the organization cannot be calculated but it is substantial to intrinsic reward that personnel feel. As a result, they feel comfortable and want to stay with their organization, when they feel they are putting their efforts and skills in the bottom line for their organization.
(Logan 2000). It is this respect that Moses (2000) contends that personnel who are satisfied with their jobs, believe that their work has a purpose and important for their organization. Usually the best performing personnel do not leave a job for the purpose of financial benefits. Though salary and benefits play important roles in selecting and retention of the personnel, they are always observing, according to Wagner(2000), the opportunities to acquire novel skills, to get the encounter of different duties, and as well as looking for personal and professional development. During a qualitative study concerning mechanics in India, Barber (2004) says on-the-job training leads to superior novelty and implicit skills to perform jobs effectively.

While viewing training and development programme as basic to enhancing performance leading to the retention of qualified personnel in organizations, it is important to state that development refers to activities leading to the acquisition of new knowledge or skills for purposes of growing in organizations. For Manju and Suresh (2011), the technical skills of personnel serve as acts of intervention to improve organization’s goods and services and to overcome stiff competition from rivals. Corroborating, Abdul Hameed (2011) citing an earlier position of Sheri-lynne(2007) affirms that organizations provide staffs with development programmes in order to enhance their capabilities thereby, making personnel development gaining an increasingly significant and strategic imperative in organizations. Writing earlier, Piper and Glatter (cited in Teather, 2002) view staff development as a systematic attempt to harmonize personnel interests and wishes, and their carefully assessed requirements for furthering their careers with the forthcoming requirements of the organization within which they are expected to work. “To retain staff, universities need to think seriously about their investment in training and development” (Leonard, 1998). For example, the normal monthly turnover at Uniteil has decreased from 12 percent to 6 percent since they inaugurated Uniteil University in 1998(Fenn, 1999). Though numerous persons involved with personnel training and development programmes are not assured of a direct association between the programmes and personnel retention (Rosenwald, 2000). However, specific numbers of university administrators discover that a constructive learning environment pointed to higher retention rates (Dillich 2000)

On the whole, the recognition accorded training programme by fresh university graduates is immense because it not only increases their salary (Dillich 2000), but enhances their skills and competence. Admittedly, it is also agreed that young personnel with entrepreneurial ambitions know that they have shortage of experience and money; hence they attempt to join organizations which provide training programmes to prepare them for the betterment of future (Feldman 2000). Personnel development programme help employees to survive in the future and develop their abilities to cope with new technologies. I-Cube, Information technology consulting firm in Massachusetts, provide employee development programme for their employees which is named by I-Altitude and offer to fresh employees so that they can easily adjust themselves in the organization (Fenn 1999). Continuing, Fenn (1999) say employees understand that training programme can directed to superior duties and higher remuneration. Furthermore, helping workers to improve their skills and knowledge to cope with the future requirements, lead to job satisfaction.

3.3 Personnel training and development and improvement of academic collaboration
The incidence of collaboration in academic research activities is increasing as a result of various factors. These factors include policy measures aimed at fostering partnership and networking among the various components of the research system, policies which are in turn justified by the idea that knowledge sharing could increase the effectiveness of the system. According to Martin-Sempere et al. (2002), researchers in the universities working as a team (unlike those who are not institution-based) show higher scientific productivity, higher propensity to international collaboration and to participation in international projects. It was further observed that establishing a research group is advantageous for the researchers: it makes contacts and collaborations easier, encourages participation in funded projects and increases the opportunities for publication in international journals.

Personnel development is fundamental to attaining increased output quality and advancing the image of universities through academic and scientific collaborations and this assertion remains undeniably true around the globe. Incontrovertibly, personnel development is globally seen as institutional policies, procedures, and practices deliberated upon to broaden the knowledge, skills, and attitudes of staff and, by so doing, improve the effectiveness and efficiency of both of personnel and institutions(The Queens University of Belfast, 2006).Concurring to this, University of Western Australia (2006) says its Human Resource Policy (HRP) holds it as a word of honour to optimize opportunities for all staff to improve the levels of skills and knowledge of personnel thereby enhancing the quality of its productivity and satisfaction. What is more, the policy statement on staff development as articulated by University of Sussex (2006) lays emphasis on the development of its staff through encouraging an environment conducive to learning, and providing resources for learning in a variety of ways.

Over the last three decades, the scientific community has also stepped up activities to assess the actual impact of collaboration intensity on the performance of research systems. The use of collaboration has increased and gained in importance in the domain of scientific research over the last few decades. Various factors are responsible for this, including the growing specialization of science, the complexity of investigated problems and
the increasing costs of scientific equipment needed to perform experiments. Other factors in favour of increasing collaboration cannot be ignored since results of painless access to public financing; aspirations for greater prestige and visibility were conclusions from collaboration with renowned research groups; and opportunities to attain higher productivity (Lee and Bozeman, 2005). European Union research policies have acknowledged and supported the creation of networks as essential tools for sharing knowledge and promoting innovation, towards the achievement of specific goals. These policies have included the overall Framework Programmes for research and development. In their different studies, Landry et al. (1996); Lee and Bozeman (2005) have demonstrated that academic and scientific collaborations contributed immensely to efficiency of organizations and as a result, national research policies have been focused on fostering more collaboration. In a more succinct way, it has been revealed those wide-ranging studies in the academic world and other studies, particularly international collaborations have produced genuine and outstanding results in the scientific performance of research groups (Van Raan, 1998; Martin-Sempere et al., 2002; Barjak and Robinson, 2007). Evidently, without training and development, all these collaborations would have yielded nothing. Sequel to this finding, since training and development have established improvement in academic and scientific collaborations thereby putting an end to obsolete academic thoughts in this 21st century, the impact of collaboration has shown that researchers who are co-inventors of patents with private companies have a significantly higher scientific performance than their colleagues (Balconi and Laboranti, 2006). In addition, Lee and Bozeman (2005) have attempted to evaluate the degree to which collaboration among scientists influences scientific productivity, as measured in terms of publications. A sample of American university personnel (researchers) was surveyed and the results showed that the number of collaborating researchers is the strongest predictor of productivity and that the positive correlation between collaboration and productivity is adequately robust. It is in this desire to prove beyond all doubts that motivated Landry et al. (1996) to view academic and scientific collaborations involving university researchers in Quebec, and Canada. The data, collected through a survey and analyzed showed that collaboration intensity influences productivity to a varying degree with an econometric model. In a nutshell, collaborations generally contribute to scientific productivity, and therefore research policies should aim to foster collaborations. This has compelled staff in universities to form research teams, laboratories, or research centers, which are increasingly dominant over individual researchers in knowledge production (Wuchty et al., 2007). In essence, researchers have postulated that managing the flow of knowledge between networked communities can boost university performance, and by extension, improved the global image of such universities. In one example, Romano et al. (2014) concluded that management explained scientific outputs, measured in terms of patents, at an Italian university. It therefore behooves universities, as knowledge-based organizations, to manage their networks of collaboration. A management implementation has four phases: plan, organize, execute, and control. Control is a sub-process that contains: measure, evaluate, adjust, and return to plan. The following paragraphs describe how knowledge management was implemented at the university. Knowledge management was introduced to the University in this study in 2003 to intensify research collaboration, and thereby improve scientific performance. Designated research groups were central to the Knowledge Management Model. In the Model, the University provided seed money to a principal researcher to work with a group of faculty, postdoctoral researchers, and graduate students in a designated line of research.

4. Methodology
The study adopted survey research, and gathered data from questionnaires, interviews, observations, and other secondary sources such as textbooks, journals, and the Internet to understand how the impact of the poor implementation of organizational policies on personnel development has caused the dearth of qualified staff in Nigeria’s universities. For Maduabum(2004), the survey design is directed towards determining the nature of situations as it exists at the time of the study. Similarly, Mugenda (1999) states that the survey design is the best method available to social scientists who are interested in collecting original data for the purposes of describing a population which is too large to observe directly. The total population of the study was two hundred and fifty(250) respondents selected purposively and the instrument for data collection was questionnaire. In essence, a total of 250 questionnaires were administered to respondents, and analyzed using the descriptive statistics and presented in percentages. On return, only two hundred and twenty(220) questionnaires were retrieved and this represented 88%. The structured questionnaire administered consisted of 15 questions, divided into 2 sections. Section A had three questions that focused mainly on the gender, age, and educational qualification of the respondents. The other 9 variables are relevant to the study because the study is basically targeted at understanding how poor implementation of organizational policies on personnel development has caused the dearth of qualified staff in Nigerian universities. The data was subjected to descriptive statistics, particularly percentage frequency table counts, which helped to strengthen the overall findings and conclusions of the study.

5. Data presentation, Analysis and Discussion of findings
This section deals with the presentation of the data from the study with reference to the objectives, and the
responses from the research questions formulated to direct the study. In discussing the findings of this study, the research will focus attention on the analysis of the three research questions formulated and the presentation of the findings of the study through percentages since it was qualitatively analysed.

5.1 Analysis of Research Questions

From the analysis of the first research question, it was observed that there is a positive relationship between the impact of training and development on the competence of personnel in order to maximize productivity amongst respondents. To support this, 212 respondents representing 96.4% agree with the submission of Schuler and MacMillan (1984) that training and development of personnel is a contributing factor to organizational effectiveness, while 8 respondents, a very insignificant number (3.6%) counters training and development as a means to improving efficiency and productivity of personnel in organizations. To further ignore the minority report, it is upheld that the fundamental nature of training and development as an essential surviving component of every trade cannot be over emphasized as the value and potential of organizational personnel is recognized. This is because the quest for development triggers the acquisition of knowledge, and therefore the success of organizations. However, since the success of organizations is dependent on the knowledgeable, skilled as well as experienced personnel, most of organizations are nowadays, investing a lot of money on the training and development of personnel in order to remain competitive and successful. Besides, the importance of training and development of staff is rapidly growing and universities have become conscious about the optimum satisfaction and growth they have over their competitors. Therefore, investment in training and development programme can be justified by the impact it creates to develop staff and organizational effectiveness (Bartel, 2000). Thus, the importance of training and development programme for personnel to advance their skills and competence in organizations cannot be overstressed as a lot of benefits accrue to them. For example, new improved scientific skills are learned. In a similar way, many studies have highlighted different modes of training: in-service training, orientation programmes, refresher courses, conference presentation, research work, workshop attendance, and academic interaction, peer learning and even self development as essential for higher efficiency. In universities, research and innovation is an integral part of teaching/education.

Data gathered from the second research question showed that training and development can improve the retention of qualified personnel in the universities to confront unforeseen circumstances. Two hundred and six respondents (93.6%) are in agreement with the second research question, while ten (10) respondents (4.6%) are in disagreement as they argue that the retention of personnel does not amount to the retention of personnel, but rather being loyal and committed to achieving the goals of organizations. At first thought, their position seem plausible, but at a second consideration, it withers away as the growth of organizations universally is measured by the productivity of personnel, and the productivity in question cannot be earned by being loyal and committed, but rather by embarking on training and development of personnel to transform organizations with the skills and knowledge acquired to accomplishing organizational goals. Concurring with this declaration, Logan (2000) posits that several organizations have revealed that one of the characteristics that help to keep personnel is to offer them opportunities to improve their learning. Corroborating this assertion, Garger (1999) affirms that companies are beginning to realize that experienced employees are important assets and organizations have to suffer the challenge for retaining them. Concurring, Moses (1999) holds that organizations are beginning to plan for future through implementing policies on training and developing their new personnel for exalted positions in future. This commitment, obviously, can be explained as emotional accord by which employers are usually assured loyalty for long term dedication, and on the other hand, providing employees work safety, chances for advancement in career, and training opportunities (Feldman 2000). Sequel to this, high performing organizations are increasingly recognizing the need to use best training and development practices to enhance their competitive advantage over other corporate institutions. By implication, personnel have become valued resources to the extent that the success or failure of organizations speaks volumes about the quality of training and development programmes given to personnel.

From the third research question, two hundred and six respondents (90.9%) admit that there is a positive relationship between training and development and improvement through academic and scientific collaborations thereby putting an end to obsolete academic thoughts in this century, while twelve respondents (5.5%) do not believe in academic and scientific collaborations to attain productivity. On the other hand, eight respondents (3.6%) are undecided in their position. However, in their different studies, Landry et al. (1996); Lee and Bozeman (2005) demonstrated that academic and scientific collaborations contribute immensely to efficiency of organizations and as a result, national research policies have been focused on fostering more collaboration. Similarly, the degree to which collaboration among personnel (scientists) influences productivity, as measured in terms of publications has been evaluated and acknowledged by Lee and Bozeman (2005).

Basically, the assessment of research productivity has gained increasing importance among scholars and research policy-makers for years now. A study by Ramsden (1994) looked into the Australian university system. Its results broadly confirmed Fox's (1983, 1992a, 1992b) conclusions that high levels of scientific productivity
result from the combination of personal and environmental factors. The results showed that the number of collaborating researchers is the strongest predictor of productivity and that the positive correlation between collaboration and productivity is adequately robust. Concisely, if the single determinants of productivity are considered, scientific collaboration is among those unanimously recognized as exerting a significant influence on the performance of individual researchers and institutions, in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency. So much so that it has become a cornerstone in research policies at national and supranational level.

In essence, researchers have postulated that managing the flow of knowledge between networked communities can boost university performance, and by extension, improved the global image of such universities. In one example, Romano et al. (2014) concluded that management explained scientific outputs, measured in terms of patents, at an Italian university. It therefore behooves universities, as knowledge-based organizations, to manage their networks of collaboration.

6. Conclusion
The findings of this study show that training and development ultimately upgrades not only the productivity of personnel, but also of tertiary institutions. Since personnel are highly esteemed resource of organization, it has rightly been said that with adequate manpower development in organizational structure designed with a clear mission and vision, and well-articulated policy, and strategic plan, the performance of personnel in achieving organizational set goals is assured, and will in the long run become the key to university sustainable development. However, it is important that tertiary institutions must have personnel that can quickly adapt to an ever-changing academic and scientific world. During the recruitment of personnel, meritocracy must supersede all other considerations to ensure that trainable personnel are employed. Through this, tertiary institution can invest in the training and development of personnel to add value in their jobs, gaining competitive advantage and seeking self-growth beyond COVID-19.

Implicitly speaking, the 21st century will be approving to those tertiary institutions, which are able to train and develop their personnel to learn faster and adapt to new changes than their competitors. In as much as job satisfaction is important, every organization must begin to train and develop personnel who are capable of swiftly adjusting to a continuously fluctuating business environment beyond COVID-19 to justify the huge investment in them.

7. Recommendations
Based on the findings, and conclusion, the following recommendations are hereby provided:

(i) First, since training enhances personnel initiative and quality of vocation, and also assist them to be more committed to achieving universities’ set goals and objectives and which in turn, enhances staffs’ effectiveness within the university, it is most recommended that whilst the rest of the world is coming to terms with the dramatically changing landscape of universities as centers of knowledge generation, dissemination, and consumption, Nigeria should act timely and wisely by embracing the tenets of training and development of personnel for higher productivity.

(ii) Besides, one of the reasons for personnel being preferred dominantly to spend their time on professional development activities is in order to improve their teaching skills and increasing subject knowledge. Sequel to this, the study recommends that the various training and development programmes should result from the need for institutional development plan and priorities, than individuals’ lecturers’ needs and interest. As a result, personnel involvement in planning and enacting the professional development initiatives should either less regarded or totally neglected because it has been seen that the present system of personnel development practice has little or no contribution to the promotional prospects and career development perspectives.

(iii) In addition, the existing system of training and staff development is a top-down approach, which is dominantly characterized by donor driven than demand driven. Thus, the place of personnel developing, and fully participating in the preparation of materials and institutionalization of the professional development programme, is totally nonexistent. Thus, the existing system of staff development that has been a top down approach, should be reversed to down-top approach.

(iv) Things, events, thought are changing at faster rate; therefore to deal with such dynamic situation, the need to change our acquiring education is imperative. Since there are institutions sufficiently equipped with professional knowledge, trainings and developments of personnel to achieve set objectives, they are necessary and indeed very valuable. In actual fact, it is believed that one way to augment the competencies of personnel is through provision of professional development training. Thus the usefulness of professional development activities to improve personnel expertise should be painstaking.

(v) As one component of the professional development training, trainees are expected to carry on action research at least in group. This study suggests that when action research is carried out in group it
will have some value, especially in developing team spirit, to solve problem collaboratively. As a whole, this study believes that action research can bring change on the level of personnel competencies and the environment of teaching and learning in general.

(vi) Finally, since personnel training and development programmes have become a foreseeable strategy to increase output, organizations should have it in-built in their system in order to survive in the current changing demands of Covid 19. In other words, since personnel development is a vital element to the survival and growth of organizations, all hands must be on deck to carefully plan and implement training and development programmes to survive these trying times.
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